23rd June 2016

Newsletter for Grade 1
Diary Dates
Date
30th June

Event

Information

End of term 3

This week
As we rapidly approach the end of term it has been another busy and action-packed
week in the Grade 1 classrooms.
In Maths, we have been revising the properties of 2D and 3D shapes. We
have also been doing some problem solving in class to apply the
mathematical knowledge that we have gained over the course of the year to
real-life problems.
In English, we finished writing our playscripts about the story of Hansel and
Gretel. We enjoyed performing these with our classmates. We have revised
different types of sentences: statements, questions, exclamation and
command. We were excellent at identifying different sentence types and
creating our own examples.
In topic we learnt about what kings and queens might have eaten in a medieval
banquet. We created our own menus for medieval kings and queens with unusual food
choices.
Specialists
Music
We went to the auditorium this week to practice and record our Olympic song,
so that we can send it to be mixed into the final edit in the USA! It is sung in a
3 part harmony and that’s the first time we have done that, so it was
challenging to concentrate on our own parts, but it sounded great so was worth
the effort!
Arabic Non-native
We learnt some new vocabulary about ‘the music room’. We practiced
putting this vocabulary into sentences. We also revised some verbs in the
past and present tense.
Islamic Non-native
We learnt about the importance of purity and cleanliness in Islam.

PE

This week in Grade 1 the children have chosen to play Rounders again
and enjoy the competitive element of teams competing. These games have
encouraged the children to use catching, underarm throwing and speed and
agility whilst understanding the rules of the game better.
Star of the Week
In Tiger shark class the star of the week goes to Elise for working really hard
on her weaving this week and sharing nicely with all her friends.
The Star of the week in Lionfish class goes to Samuel for concentrating
really hard in class and working so hard to improve his writing this term. Well
done Samuel!
The week ahead
Next week in English we will be revising our basic skills work. We will be
recapping on some of the important punctuation that we covered this year
and practicing using it in class.
In Maths, we will be revising data handling by using bar charts, pictograms
and tally charts. We will collect and display information.
We will be learning about the history of the Olympics, the sports involved and what
qualities are needed to become a successful Olympic athlete.
We will also be talking in class about managing the changes ahead of us and about
what to expect from Grade 2.
Reminders
Please be reminded that your child must have their hat in school.
Have a lovely weekend.
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